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AHRC and Towards a National Collection

Towards a National Collection (TaNC) is a major investment using digital 
technology to create a unified national collection of the UK’s museums, 
libraries, galleries and archives to maintain global leadership in digital 
humanities and arts research.

Budget: £18.9 million
Duration: 2020 to 2025



UNPATH – One of five funded projects 
Why maritime?
• Of great public interest and central to the 

UK’s ‘island/maritime nation’ identity.
• Critical management issues –  no integrated 

marine inventory of sites despite 
accelerating exploitation of the seabed

• Clear research applications
• Data access challenges – analogue vs digital



UNPATH – The Consortium

Co-Investigators:
• 4 IROs
• 9 Universities

Collaborating 
Organisations
• 4 Trusts
• 1 Royal 

Commission

Partners



Unpath’d Waters: Sources

The UK’s marine heritage collections, 
covering 23,000 years of history.
• Collections include archaeological 

investigations, borehole records, 
artefacts, sonar surveys, charts, 
construction records, loss records, 
images, artworks, and more
• National and local collections
• National inventories
• Grey literature and fieldwork archives
• Citizan Science



Unpath’d Waters: Aims

• Much better heritage inventories for 
the four home nations
• New ways of linking very different 

collection types to enhance research
• Genuine audience-led approaches to 

accessing collections



• Lack of agreed data standards
• Variable data quality and granularity
• Metadata suitability – for different audiences
• Heterogeneous data sources
• Analogue resources and copyright issues
• Dynamic data sources
• Avoidance of creating more silos

Unpath’d Waters: Challenges



WPs  1-2: Aggregation, Characterisation & Discovery

Data audit and data 
collection

Ontologies, 
controlled 

vocabularies, & 
interoperability

Enhancement and 
Aggregation Dissemination

• UO-Cat 
ontology
• CIDOC-

CRM
• What

• Getty AAT
• When

• Perio.Do
• Where

• WGS84

• National 
portals
• Canmore
• Coflein
• Mariner etc

• UK-wide 
portals
• ADS
• MEDIN

• European 
portals
• ARIADNE

• NLP / NER etc
• Image recognition



Progress so far…

• Data audit completed – 89+ sources identified
• UNPATH ontology agreed

• Harmonised with ARIADNE ontology / CIDOC-CRM
• Harmonised with MEDIN metadata schema

• Portal scoping



The workflow



Machine interface:
The RDF triple store

SPARQL endpoints
Getty AAT & Perio.Do 
URIs



• Triple store operational
• Installed a proof of concept 

instance of the ARIADNE portal 
badged and hard-wired for UK 
maritime data for UNPATH – 86k 
records
• Ingest of national data sets for 

Scotland, England, NI & IoM; 
Wales in progress
• Testing interoperability of data 
• Perio.Do definitions for Scottish 

and Irish data sets published
• NB “Island of Ireland”!!

• Getty AAT thesaurus mapping for 
maritime craft agreed 

















Searching on “warships” only:
580 resources; England only

Searching on “warships”  
and narrower terms:
1023 resources











• Discovering collections: Complexity of connectivity – metadata only 
– or at level of data?
• Analogue to Digital: Digitisation strategy and approach to FAIRness
• Controlled vocabularies: national vs international? 
• Authority: Dealing with AI enhanced metadata vs the authoritative 

“national” records
• Inherent issues: Missing search terms in our conventional metadata 

e.g. “Slavery”

TaNC: Issues arising



Unpath’d Waters: Keep up to date
• https://unpathdwaters.org.uk/ 
• https://unpathd.ads.ac.uk/

https://unpathdwaters.org.uk/
https://unpathd.ads.ac.uk/

